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Braid patterns and hairstyles are an indication of a person's tribe or community, age, and marital status in many
African cultures. Some Christians question whether braiding is compatible with biblical Christian lifestyle.

Introduction
A braid (also referred to as a plait) is a complicated structure or pattern formed by interlacing three or more strands of
flexible material such as textile yarns, wire, or hair.1 The materials used have depended on the indigenous plants and
animals available in the local area. They have been made for thousands of years in many different cultures around
the world, for a variety of uses.
Braiding is traditionally a social art. Because of the time it takes to braid hair, people have often taken time to
socialize while braiding and having their hair braided. It begins with the elders making simple knots and braids for
younger children. Older children watch and learn from them, start practicing on younger children, and eventually learn
the traditional designs. This carries on a tradition of bonding between elders and the new generation. In several parts
of the world, braided hairdos are a unique way to categorize each community or tribe. Braid patterns and hairstyles
are an indication of a person's tribe or community, age, marital status, wealth, power, and religion. Braiding was and
is a social art.2

The Biblical View
In Paul’s first letter to Timothy, he seems to forbid a woman wearing her hair braided. What would be the reason
behind this prohibition?
The full context of any passage, plus other relevant information elsewhere in the Bible on the same topic, must be
employed to bring any ambiguous passage into clear focus. So, it is with reference to 1 Timothy 2:9-10. "Likewise,
also that women should adorn themselves in respectable apparel, with modesty and self-control, not with braided hair
and gold or pearls or costly attire, but with what is proper for women who profess godliness—with good works."
Paul was here discussing how women should dress and carry themselves in times of public worship and in public
prayer. In the days of the apostles, it was a custom among women in the world of Greek culture to exhibit extravagant
hairstyles and other adornments. While it is true that Paul was literally talking about how a woman should dress, his
overall point was not only that women should dress modestly, but that the adornment be not merely external. Internal
in attitude, deportment, and obligations toward God were also important.3 The emphasis of this passage is upon the
development of inner spiritual qualities, which could be obscured by outlandish attire. Paul is not condemning the
items mentioned. What he is prohibiting is an excess that detracts from the woman’s spiritual attractiveness.

Origins of Adventists Involvement
Ellen White and other members of the evolving Advent movement were influenced by John Wesley’s Methodism and
the Puritans in New England. Like Wesley, early Adventists objected to the grandiose styles of the wealthy, which
seemed to vainly flaunt their economic status.4
A number of Methodists came from the lower classes and considered luxurious clothing and jewelry as a sign of
vanity, pleasure, and worldly life style. Wesley warned his members to dress in the simplest style and not "to ape the
gentlemen." Because hair style was a part of the fashion mode of the upper classes, men in the Methodist Church
combed their hair straight down, and this style of combing came to be known as "the Methodist fashion.5 Methodists
were easily identified by their way of dressing and their attire. Biblical texts, such as 1 Peter 3:3, 1 Timothy 2:8-9,
James 4:4, and 1 John 2:15, became their support for simplicity and plainness.

The Way Forward
African Adventists disagree on the matter of hair braiding where styles are a part of tribal or clan identity. The
opinions expressed by the individuals who were interviewed for this article illustrate the array of opinions.6
Adventists are called to be a godly people who think, feel, and act in harmony with biblical principles in all aspects of
personal and social life.7 From the contemporary views on hair braiding, several lessons can be observed:
One of the lessons we can learn from the early Adventists is that their understanding of right and wrong was
conditioned by factors of culture and era. Contemporary culture should still be considered when taking position on
personal appearance and Christian standards. Carrying a literal reading of biblical instructions on dress could
effectively create unhealthy legalism and focus attention away from the gospel. Ellen G. White suggested that we
should practice temperance in all things, including fashions and styles.8 Nevertheless, she never forbade hair plaiting.9
Another lesson is the need to show respect and forbearance for differing opinions during discussion of the issue. The
Apostle Paul admonishes Christians to bear one another’s burdens in Galatians 6:2. When Adventists discuss
matters pertaining to Christian standards, like hair branding, feelings and emotions are prone to becoming intense.
Therefore, members need to debate without fighting, educating one another in love.

Unity in diversity is also an important lesson from the discussion. Africa is constituted of many tribes, each with a
culture different from another. Members are united in the word of God and in the mission of the Church, while able to
embrace individual differences.
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